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Whenever I travel, 
wherever I travel, 

I always seek out nature, 
even when in an urban 
environment. Like son 
Alex who graduated from 
college in May, son Zack 
just graduated as well. 
Separated by a mere six 
weeks, and by continents 
(Asia and Europe), the 
Bonnin brothers are now 
college grads. Since Zack 
lives in the Netherlands, 
for his congratulations 
gift we spent a week in 
the vibrant, and exhilarating capitol of Germany, Berlin, and 
Alex joined us, a thrilling reunion indeed. Despite being in an 
urban space, I never left the hotel without my binoculars (and 
not surprisingly, never saw another person toting these, for 
me, “must-haves”). Even though I didn’t expect to see much 
wildlife along the busy streets, I knew that even the most 
common birds such as Eurasian Jackdaws, 
European Coots, and Great Cormorants, 
would be newbies for me. Besides, we 
sought out natural spaces to balance the 
energy of the city and spent plenty of 
time walking through parks and along 
riverways and canals. In fact, one of our 
favorite spots was a beautiful park right 
smack in the middle of Berlin called 
Tiergarten, otherwise known as the city’s 
“green lung.” I suppose I should mention 
that in addition to the tree lined 
walking paths, green lawns, statues and 
memorials, there was a lovely lakeside 
“Bier Garten” or beer garden in the 
middle of Tiergarten and so, we enjoyed 
the birds and the beer.

Sometimes, birds aren’t found outside 
at all and when in a beautiful European 
city with stunning gothic architecture, 

it can be expected to 
be discovered indoors. 
For example, we visited 
The Mauritshuis, an art 
museum in the Hague, 
Netherlands whose 
collection comprises 
mostly Dutch Golden 
Age paintings, including 
The Goldfinch, the 
1654 masterpiece by 
Carel Fabritius. His 
beautifully painted bird 
was actually a house 
pet, but Goldfinches are 
year-round wild and free 

residents here at Crystal 
Cove where we see 
Lesser Goldfinches 
feeding on seeds and 
grains in weedy fields, 
budding treetops, and 
brushy open areas like 
along the bluff trail, 
or in Moro Canyon. 

They are gregarious 
birds who gather in small flocks or 
sometimes even in large groups up to 
several hundred, although we don’t see 
those types of “crowds” at Crystal Cove. 
It’s easy to tell the difference between 
the genders as males sport a glossy 
black cap, and are bright yellow with 
white patches on the wings whereas 
the ladies have olive backs, dull yellow 
underparts, and black wings marked 
by two whitish wing bars. These pretty 
little finches can be seen hanging 
upside down on stalks from tall plants in 
the sunflower family or moving through 
low-growing shrubs trying to get to 
the seeds which they extract by prying 
open the outer covering and shaking 
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their heads (like saying no,no,no,no,no) to loosen the husk 
and reach the “prize.” Lesser Goldfinches are active, acrobatic, 
cheerful songbirds who, according to the fun facts in iBirdPro, 
can collectively be called a “007”, a “charm”, a “treasury”, or a 
“vein” of goldfinches.  

During my days at Channel Islands National Park I had a few 
encounters with California Brown Pelicans (CABR) who were 
still on the Endangered Species list (they were removed in 
2009 in what was considered a major conservation success 
story).   One opportunity took me to Santa Barbara Island with 
biologists who were monitoring and tagging the pelicans 
who were born on the island and had not yet fledged. 
Rather than handling the gawky birds I was happy to play 
data secretary, marking down all the vitals including weight, 
and tarsometatarsus and beak length, since let me tell you, 
a pelican’s beak is sharp and they were none too pleased  
about being manhandled. Another time l spent several days 
with the park ornithologist walking along the steep bluffs 

counting dead pelican nests (not a pretty sight), so, I have 
a certain somethin’ for California Brown Pelicans. Then in 
mid-June when Wetlands and Wildlife Care Center were 
releasing 12 of the 70 Brown Pelicans they had nursed 
back to health after a mass stranding event, I jumped at the 
chance to participate. The stranding of these fully protected 
birds remains a conundrum. Wildlife rehab facilities from San 
Luis Obispo County south to San Diego County admitted 
hundreds of pelicans who were discovered emaciated and 
some with secondary injuries or broken wings. Postmortem 
examinations conducted by California Department of Fish and 
Wildlife determined that the pelicans were starving to death…
literally.  Many of these birds were diagnosed with similar 

issues: low body temperatures, dehydration, emaciation, and 
slews of parasites and sadly, many of the birds died shortly 
after they arrived. Volunteers such as those at the Wetlands 
and Wildlife Care Center in Huntington Beach labored night 
and day to heal the birds in their charge so they could return 
to the wild for a second chance at life (CABR can live up to 
30 years). I suspect that because I was in uniform and looked 
official, I was invited to open a cage, a thrilling opportunity 
for a bird lover. As “my pelican” ambled out I felt a sort of 
parental pride watching it, and the others fly away.  Most took 
off immediately, while two of the twelve took a few extra 
moments to survey the scene before spreading their long 
wings and flying to the breakwater just off Corona del Mar 

State Beach, a short respite before heading further out to sea.  
The next day I was at the park at sunset monitoring a wedding 
on the deck by the cottage registration office when a dozen 
CABR flew by. It’s always a majestic site to see these graceful 
flyers and as I watched in admiration I wondered if one of 
these could have been one of those released the day before. It 
truly was a magical moment.

One of our activities for our summer camp was to have the 
kids dissect owl pellets, an activity that elicits both oohs as 
in, this is really rad, or yuck, as in this is really gross. In essence, 
the kids are prying open dried 
owl barf (yep, that’s what it is) 
and seeing what’s inside the 
pellets which contain the parts 
of the meal the owl couldn’t 
digest.  In preparation, I read 
up on owls and their prey and 
found a couple of nuggets 
worthy of sharing.  One such 
fun fact is that a family of Barn 
Owls, consisting of mom, dad 
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(lifetime mates) and six owlets can devour 1000 rodents during 
their 3-month nesting season. And shrews, one of their favorite 
prey, not actually a rodent, but an insectivore (primitive looking 
mammals with pointy snouts and sharp pointed teeth) are said 
to be “one of the most voracious mammalian predators on the 
planet (quite a claim to fame).  Shrews are nocturnal predators 
that have such a high metabolic rate that they must hunt and 
eat frequently to avoid dying of starvation. Even when they 
sleep, they conserve energy by falling into torpor which lowers 
their body temperature. Scientists have discovered that some 
species of shrews, all who have an acute sense of touch, hearing, 
and smell, use a series of high-pitched squeaks to echolocate 
their prey, like bats do. These tiny gray creatures are eating 
machines who 
have a very 
short life span 
(die after one 
year) and sport 
dark red tips, 
on most of their 

teeth, particularly their crushing and 
grinding ones, due to a deposition of 
iron in the enamel which is thought to 
help prolong the life of the teeth.  Since 
they are born with their permanent 
teeth and are eating most of their 
waking hours, healthy teeth are vital for 
shrews. Cool stuff! 

Orange County beaches dealt with some monster surf last 
week and with big waves (some measuring up to eight feet), 
tides, and surge, we often find unusual treasures on the beach. 
Large mounds of various types of seaweed washed ashore 
bringing along hitchhiking organisms such as a dead supersized 
Kelp Crab, a wee brittle star only noticeable because of its 
“dancing arms”, and a huge number of Sea Pickles, a type of 
tunicate or gelatinous invertebrate that float in the open ocean 
feeding on phytoplankton. See Alex’s fascinating post about 
these non-edible pickles on our Instagram page.

Summer is incredibly busy at Crystal Cove so maintenance 
projects are usually put on hold until after Labor Day.  But, for 
months now the bridge and “slinky” at the end of the bluff trail 

near Treasure Cove, have been in full on repair mode.  That work 
is finally coming to an end and perhaps by the time this Crystal 
Cover is released, visitors will once again be able to walk to the 
furthest northern point over the 20,000-pound bridge and ogle 
the view from the Treasure Cove overlook. State Parks worked 
alongside Irvine Ranch Golf Course who wanted to improve their 
“cage” and as one of Retired Superintendent Dymmel’s final acts 
he approved a design that resembles a wave and serves as both a 
stylish and functional barrier to prevent errant golf balls.  Another 
major project identified by the state ADA improvement team 
is about to begin at Reef Point. This construction unit prioritizes 
parks statewide and CCSP has been identified for upgrades 
including better access to the restroom buildings, increased 
ADA parking spots, relocating the shower at Muddy Creek to a 
more maneuverable location near the restroom, and changing 
out park benches all to meet standards detailed in the American 
Disabilities Act and better serve the park public.  

As a parent who now has two new college grads who for the 
first time in their lives don’t know what the next leg of their 
journey will bring, I am nervous, and excited for them. I know 
they will both land firmly on their feet and eventually find 
satisfying and enriching careers, but until they do I am a hot 
mess. I know it is time to step back and watch them become 
strong and independent people who take on the world. I’m 
trying, really I am because I know that “To let go gracefully is an 
art form many parents must perfect”.

To fulfilling futures and beautiful sunsets...

Winter
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https://www.instagram.com/p/CPq0BqEJwmt/

